The Blessed Hope!
“Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;” –(Titus 2:13)

Diamond & Nugget #38

The clock is ticking! Things grow darker by the hour from a world view. My world view
is a Biblical world view. I monitor near a thousand news reports on average every day.
They are all very negative, that is if you do not have a Biblical world view. We are
approaching the darkest hour of mankind. There is a war out there and you and I are
the enemy. We are in the advance stage leading to the Great Tribulation, and if you do
not recognize it, let me wake you up. We are in a war as I said and all the signs are
evident. Our enemy is well along in his earthly victory. Unfortunately most people have
to be scared into reality before they turn to God for direction and guidance. We have a
“Blessed Hope” and our strength and resolve will be needed right up to the moment
the Lord says, “After this I looked, and, behold, a door was opened in heaven: and
the first voice which I heard was as it were of a trumpet talking with me; which
said, Come up hither, and I will shew thee things which must be hereafter.” (Revelation 4:1).
I was never naïve to believe this picture would come without events in which we would
experience faith-shaking drama that is going to be monumental. I came across Mike
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Adam’s post which suggests an astonishing time-table over the next two months. But
before sharing the details, you need to be aware that the shooting war has claimed its
first casualties. At this very minute, a covert war is raging across the globe, pitting
Trump’s DoD and DIA (Defense Intelligence Agency) against black hat deep state
factions running the CIA.
The good news is: Trump is winning for now but events can turn expectedly.
As you know by now, the DoD launched a raid on a CIA-run server farm in Frankfurt,
Germany, to secure servers that contain proof of CIA interference with the 2020 election
(i.e. backdoor manipulations of election results via Dominion voting machines). But new
information is now surfacing that indicates there was a firefight at the server farm
facility, involving US Army Special Forces units, engaging with CIA-trained paramilitary
units that were flown in from Afghanistan in an emergency effort to defend the facility.
One CIA officer was killed during the firefight, and he is now being reported across the
mainstream media as being “killed in Somalia.” Five US Army soldiers were also killed,
and they are being explained away as dying in a “helicopter crash” in Egypt. President
Harry Truman before he left office said he regretted signing the Act that created the
CIA! Their loyalty clandestinely has always been to the Vatican, even when it was
called the OSS or Office of Strategic Services.
Despite the deaths, the servers were successfully acquired by the DoD, and those
servers were turned over to President Trump’s private intelligence group, which is now
once again led by Gen. Michael Flynn, recently pardoned and now allowed to process
top secret information, since his security clearance has been restored.
Here’s where this gets good:
Sidney Powell is about to roll out expert witnesses in the Georgia and Michigan
lawsuits. One of these witnesses has been handed details of the vote theft which were
acquired through two means: 1) The “Kraken” cyberwarfare program run by the DoD,
and 2) Information found in the servers which were acquired during the multiple raids.
(There were also server farm raids in Barcelona, Spain and Toronto, we are told.)
One of these witnesses is Dr. Keshavarz-Nia, a well-known cybercrimes investigator,
who has a long history of working with U.S. military counterintelligence, as well as the
NSA and CIA. He has now offered sworn statements to Sidney Powell.
His statements include:
I have previously discovered major exploitable vulnerabilities in DVS and ES&S that
permit a nefarious operator to perform sensitive functions via its built-in covert
backdoor. The backdoor enables an operator to access to perform system updates and
testing via the Internet without detection. However, it can also be used to conduct illicit
activities such as shifting votes, deleting votes, or adding votes in real-time… I conclude
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with high confidence that the election 2020 data were altered in all battleground states
resulting in a hundreds of thousands of votes that were cast for President Trump to be
transferred to Vice President Biden.
And so the circle is complete: DoD forces deploy cyber warfare weapons (“Kraken”) as
well as kinetic troops (Special Forces, under the U.S. Army) to acquire physical servers,
all the information derived from these operations is extracted by DIA forensic analysts, it
is then handed over to various expert witnesses who are prepared to testify under oath,
resulting in the courts nullifying the fraudulent vote manipulations in the swing states.
This is how Trump gets to 300+ electoral votes and secures his second term as
President. If successful, these revelations will also utterly destroy the Democrat party
and result in thousands of treasonous actors going to prison for their roles in this
attempted cyber warfare election theft to overthrow the United States government.
On a second front, I watched an interview between former U.S. Marine officer/CIA spy
Robert David Steele and Patrick Byrne, CEO and founder of Overstock.com in which
Mr. Byrne had financed a team of cyber investigators and sleuths that has all the proof
of how the 2020 presidential election was rigged and was a deep state coup. He even
has the operator’s manual for the Dominion ballot system originally created for the
Venezuelan president Hugo Chavaz.
Patrick Byrne made available all of his
investigative findings to Sidney Powell and her team of Federal prosecutors. The
Dominion voting system had twelve ways to change the voting system.
The incredible media silence of disinformation is deafening by what they are not saying
is even greater than what they have been saying. But make no mistake, a war is
underway. Elements of our government have declared war on Christians and Patriots
of the Republic. Sidney Powell, who defended Lt.-General Mike Flynn has formally
exposed the Democrat Party corruption and attempted coup at the ballot box through a
series of Federal law suits in a number of states that will show both rigging an election
is possible and that the party of Biden-Harris have conducted an all-out coup to defeat
President Donald J. Trump. After listening to Dr. Joseph Corsi and Robert David
Steele, and the interview with Patrick Byrne and Robert David Steele it looks like this
election will drag on for weeks and end up in the U.S. Congress.
(Natural News): What follows is a likely timeline of events to take place between now
(Sep. 20, 2020) and Jan 20, 2021. Due to the extreme volatility of current events,
almost no one dare make predictions these days, but this timeline is based on
interviews with top law enforcement that have ties to federal agencies, with additional
sources from the militia community as well as individuals close to the Trump
administration.
This timeline, although subject to change, is our current best guess at how the moves
on the chess board are likely to play out. It covers the SCOTUS nomination, Election
Day, the Insurrection Act, left-wing terrorism, financial markets, election outcomes and
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more. There’s also a commendable overview of the coming chaos at this All News
Pipeline story, which is worth checking out after you review the timeline below.
I am not including the entire list, just what follows the date of the election which is of
primary interest in this drama. This is by Mike Adams of Natural News.com.
Here’s what I see as likely to play out, given the current best information:
Immediate Post-Election Action
 Immediately after the election, Democrats will likely activate their full-blown
chaos agenda to throw the country into mass chaos, making any accurate
counting of remaining votes almost impossible. This will likely begin with socalled “Zero Day” attacks that target key US infrastructure, including the power
grid, telecommunications, transportation and water supplies.
 These attacks will plunge many areas of America into extreme chaos and lead to
exploding crisis scenarios which will quickly escalate into panic among the
populations of certain cities where the attacks are focused.
 In concert with the Zero Day attacks, left-wing insurrectionists will be given the
“go” signal to flood into the streets, violently attacking Trump supporters with the
full forces of the weapons that have been smuggled into the hands of Black Lives
Matter terrorists via communist China, which is providing heavy weapons to US
insurrectionists (full-auto battle rifles, RPGs, mortars and more).
 Within days, many of America’s streets will be full-blown active war zones. This
will quickly force Trump to invoke the Insurrection Act, which he will do, activating
military assets which he has pre-positioned in 50 US cities, under the cover of
“Operation Warp Speed” (the vaccine program).
 From here, curfews will be enacted in many cities, and military personnel will
quickly regain control of the streets. This will drive left-wing forces into guerrilla
warfare mode, which will continue through January. In this mode, left-wing
terrorists will resort to classic guerilla warfare tactics such as sabotage, politically
targeted assassinations and bombings of key infrastructure. We are going to
witness the radical Left descend into a full-blown militant insurrectionist force like
the “Shining Path” in Peru, with kidnappings of the children of prominent
conservatives, assassinations, bombings and more. It won’t take long for this to
escalate.
Post-election chaos: Nov, Dec, Jan
 We anticipate several Democrat-run states flat-out refusing to certify results in
favor of Trump no matter how long it takes. We are essentially going to witness
acts of secession among several blue states, most likely California, Oregon and
Washington.
 During this time, legal battles will be raging at the local level all across the nation,
with Trump’s legal team attempting to nullify fraudulent votes (and fake ballots
printed up by the Dems), and Democrats trying to include all the fake votes they
have fabricated after the election. The future of this nation will depend on the
outcome of these legal battles, perhaps coming down to a single court in a single
state that could determine the entire election.
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The possibility of increased tension with China — perhaps via a proxy war
involving Taiwan — is heightened during this time. Watch for a Navy vessel
conflict of some sort.
We anticipate the US Senate voting to confirm a new Supreme Court justice fairly
quickly after the election, most likely Amy Barrett. The fact that she is a woman
will avoid the left-wing media’s usual fabrication of sex-related allegations against
male nominees (Cavanaugh, Clarence Thomas, etc.), but they will find new ways
to attack Barrett, mostly likely by attacking her religious faith. To the demons on
the Left, a person of faith is seen as their mortal enemy.
By all measures, the Democrats will flat-out refuse to concede the election to
Trump no matter what the votes say. Even if he is winning a 400-vote electoral
landslide, they will claim he’s not “legitimate” and therefore they refuse to
participate in the election outcome unless they win it.
We wouldn’t be surprised if some prominent Democrats attempt to split off and
claim Biden is the legitimate president, asserting that Trump “stole” the election
through whatever mechanism sounds good at the time. They may try to invoke a
military coup against Trump or even physically overrun and occupy the White
House to physically place Joe Biden inside that symbol of power.
During this time, we see a very strong role for militia groups nationwide in
protecting local areas — and perhaps even the White House — against left-wing
attempts to overrun and seize control by force. There will likely be standoffs and
possibly kinetic engagements between militia forces and left-wing
insurrectionists, although we would encourage patriotic Americans to allow the
military to do its job and put down the insurrectionists using Insurrection Act
powers under the direction of President Trump.
Also during this time, there will be the same battle over “faithless electors” that
we saw after the 2016 election, where blue states try to force their Electoral
College voters to vote against the will of the people, denying Trump the official
Electoral College votes he needs to official claim a second term. However, recent
court cases have ruled that in many states, these faithless electors are not
allowed to simply vote whatever way they wish. So this effort will fail.
Importantly, the new SCOTUS justice will be sworn in during this time, granting
conservatives a 6-3 majority (technically, only a 5-4 majority since Roberts is a
compromised, blackmailed traitor who now votes against conservative
principles). This will be key as it seems likely one or more local court decisions
involving mail-in votes will end up in the hands of SCOTUS under emergency
appeal, and the court ruling will be pivotal in deciding the accepted outcome of
the election.
In the end, we currently give Trump a 70% chance of achieving victory after
everything is said and done, which is a significant improvement over where he
was in April of this year, in the early days of the coronavirus pandemic. Biden’s
30% chance comes from the level of extreme organization of illegal ballot
harvesting, voter fraud and ballot counterfeiting that is being carried out by the
lawless Left, along with the coordinated censorship of nearly all pro-Trump
voices across social media and Big Tech platforms.
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During these months, we anticipate very high market volatility with several
plunges in the markets as social chaos is unleashed across the country. The leftwing riots, infrastructure failures and general feeling of doom and gloom will put
heavy downward pressure on the markets, and it wouldn’t be outlandish to
expect a 30% correction in the Dow during this time (with perhaps a 40% correct
in certain overvalued tech stocks). Gold and silver will skyrocket during all this
chaos, as will prices of guns and ammo.
 US military troops will maintain a heavy presence on the streets of left-wing cities
(which is nearly every large city) in order to maintain law and order. To some
people, America will begin to look like a war state under martial law, but in fact
most conservatives will welcome the presence of the troops, given the extreme
violence of the radical Left. Expect to see military roadway checkpoints in and
around many US cities.
 Expect continued shortages in food, products and consumer goods during this
time. With infrastructure failures becoming more frequent, and left-wing terrorists
targeting long-haul trucks and raiding retail stores, we will all be living through a
time of extreme shortages and uncertainty.
 The national economy will continue to crumble during all this, with sharp
increases in joblessness and homelessness. Expect very long food lines across
all 50 states, with tens of millions of Americans facing food insecurity as well as
imminent homelessness if the federal ban on evictions is lifted.
 Along with this, we expect a sharp increase in local crime as once-polite people
turn desperate and begin looting and stealing in order to feed themselves and
their families. Crimes of desperation will skyrocket.
 Vaccines will begin to become available during this time, and the government
may offer financial incentives for people to get injected. Given the economic
collapse and desperation, many people will agree to the immunizations. Over the
next few years, we will all come to learn how these vaccines ended up killing so
many people, and rendering huge numbers permanently infertile (thereby
achieving depopulation goals).
Inauguration Day: Jan 20, 2021
 With Trump the likely winner of the election (see above), Inauguration Day will
witness heavy protests by unhappy Leftists, and they will see this day as their
last opportunity to try to overthrow the nation or go down in flames trying.
 Here, the media will reveal their true treason against America, and they will
denounce President Trump and his second term.
 On this day, we expect many top Democrats and deep state traitors to flee the
country, as their arrests will be imminent.
 This may be the day that left-wing governors and traitors within the Pentagon
declare war on America, setting off a full-blown civil war that could eventually see
UN troops invading America and fighting on the side of Democrats to try to
overthrow the US government and install their own president into power. We
won’t know more about this dangerous dynamic until we see how the election
plays out.
Post Inauguration Day
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Assuming Trump wins the election, his second term sets off an epic fight to
defend America by arresting and shutting down the treasonous actors,
insurrectionists and deep state traitors who tried to overthrow this nation. We will
see mass arrests of people like James Comey, John Brennan and perhaps even
Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama himself, one of the masterminds of the deep
treason against America. California Gov. Newsom, a hardened mafia criminal,
will also likely be arrested and charged with money laundering and sedition.
With Trump in power for a second term, the radical Left will go “scorched Earth”
on America, activating every asset to destroy America’s infrastructure, poison
water supplies, bomb buildings, burn cities to the ground and mass murder as
many people as possible. This is the goal of Leftists: They HATE America and
want to see it destroyed, and they know this is their last opportunity to bring the
country down before they are exterminated and removed from power.
Importantly, in Trump’s second term, the DNC will be disbanded and the
Democrat party will implode.
Ultimately, we hope to see Trump ordering the military police arrests of Big Tech
CEOs (while seizing tech companies), fake news media operatives (who are
mostly working with China and the CIA), university professors who are terror
recruitment operatives and the leaders of all the left-wing movements that are
rooted in violence. Whether he pursues all this depends largely on how much
outcry there is from conservative Americans against the terrorism and treason of
the Left, so your voice will be important during this time.
If, on the other hand, Trump loses the election because Democrats have rigged
it, we can expect a civil war to be well under way by this time, with any number of
scenarios unfolding across the landscape of cities and states.
No matter who wins, we see America breaking apart by 2025, as lunatic leftwing Democrats are now flatly incompatible with civil society. They cannot
function in a system rooted in fairness, free speech and equal protection under
the law. They can only flourish under rigged, authoritarian systems rooted in
government tyranny and the destruction of fundamental human rights such as the
right to speak. Nearly all Democrats have been transformed into hate-filled,
raging lunatics who cannot function under a system of law or reason. Thus,
we don’t see California, Oregon and Washington wanting to participate in a future
nation where their government tyranny is nullified by liberty. They may attempt to
secede from the union, setting off regional civil war action in their own states as
rural citizens face off against urban citizens to determine who controls the fate of
their states.
America as we know it will cease to exist by 2025. Even if Trump wins, he will be
the last President of the USA as we know it.
Sometime in 2021, markets will likely suffer a catastrophic correction. The social
implications of this are beyond the scope of this report, but they will be
enormous.
In the end, everyone will come to learn you can’t run an economy on fake
currency and debt creation. This entire system is coming down, no matter
who’s in the White House. They can only keep it afloat for a little while longer.
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But much the same is also true for China, and it’s actually going to be intriguing
to see which nation’s financial system collapses first.
How to get prepared in the 40+ days remaining
 First, download my free nine-hour audiobook, “The Global Reset Survival Guide”
at GlobalReset.news (you are also free to share it with others).
 Secondly, I will soon be posting another free audiobook called “Survival Nutrition”
at SurvivalNutrition.com. It is due on Sep. 30th but may be delayed into the first
week of October.
 Thirdly, follow my new social media channel on Brighteon.social. My channel
there is https://brighteon.social/@HealthRanger
 Watch all the new videos at PrepWithMike.com – which teaches you how to
prepare your firearms, red dot sights, emergency gear and more.
 Stock up on food, firearms, ammunition, communications gear, water filters, offgrid gear and everything you think you might need to survive months (or years) of
chaos and civil war. There are many scenarios in which civil war becomes the
most likely outcome.
 Bug out of the cities NOW, while you still can. You do not want to be left in any
large city once all this gets under way.
 Prepare for internet outages and sabotage. We are going to be posting an IP
address soon that you can use to bypass DNS systems and access our websites
even if global name servers go down.
 Watch more preparedness videos at Brighteon.com. A channel there called Man
Made Survival gives you a lot of good information. There’s also a channel called
US Sports Radio that features a lot of tactical firearms training videos.
 Read your Bible and pray for divine protection. We all need it. Also check out the
upcoming “Final Warning: Brace for Impact” streaming video event at
GenSix.com, which features final warning messages from many of the most
influential thought leaders across independent media.
I differ with Mike Adams in respect to that we hold two polar 1800 degree opposite views
in this last section of his time-line analysis. Those Christians like Mike Adams, Steve
Quayle, Chuck Baldwin, Ted Broer, Jim Bakker, and most others who do not believe in
the Pre-Tribulation Rapture. They simply do not understand how to “Rightly Divide The
Word of God!” As such these men are preppers that directly benefit financially by their
theology. As a Bible scholar of some 55 years, I have no personal financial interests or
benefits in proclaiming the Pre-Tribulation Rapture doctrine.
If you learn nothing from Mike Adams timeline, I hope you will recognize the gravity of
what the Republic faces. We know the deep state is aligned with the globalists, and
that President Trump is the single obstacle to the Rothschild’s and Klaus Schwab
agenda 2030 and the World Economic Forum taking our freedoms and enslaving us into
a Fascist Technocracy, a modified or technical form of communism. If you have read
my series on “The Satanic Talmud and the Synagogue of Satan – Part 6”, you know
that I believe that the Bible’s anti-Messiah is Prince Charles of Wales. Prince Charles of
Wales is the brains behind the “Sustainable Development” movement going back three
decades. Part 6 has around 50-pages of evidence to the fact Prince Charles is the
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Antichrist. I do not believe we will have to wait too much longer before he is asked to
become the leader of the world. In the past few years, celebrity polls taken of world
leaders call Prince Charles the #1 favored world leader! He has been very active this
year among the elite. At the opening of the World Economic Forum, Prince Charles
said,
"Global warming, climate change and the devastating loss of biodiversity are the
greatest threats humanity has ever faced," he said.
“To secure our future, we need to evolve our economic models”, and so in Davos,
H.R.H. launched his Sustainable Markets initiative.
“Sustainable Development” is a fancy term for slavery. Although there are many
laudable goals and desirable aspects, an ordering of the world through the Sustainable
Development, it is really a way to control humanity down to the simplest of routines. As
positive sounding as it seems, it is not even original as it was a pipe-dream of ancient
Aristotle. The history of the concept of sustainability is however much older. Already in
400 B.C., Aristotle referred to a Greek concept in talking about household economics.
The first time the term ‘sustainable’ was used “in the modern sense” was as part of the
Club of Rome, in 1972. It was the Club of Rome who began its exploration to find their
‘Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars’. We know from this year’s release of Klaus Schwab’s
books, sustainable development will involve humans being “Microchipped”, and using
the “cashless” society to conduct commerce and business transactions. It will be
controlled through the platform of the ‘Vaccine Passport’, that no one will not be able
to buy, sell, travel, hold a job, go to school, unless they receive government
vaccines such as what is being rolled out in December, 2020. Qantas Airlines of
Australia said they will require the Vaccine Passport to travel, and furthermore, all
airlines will institute the mandated Vaccine Passport, which incorporates the Bill Gates
QUANTUM DOT/HYDROGEL ID2020.
CommonPass1 is a digital “health passport” framework initiated by The Commons
Project, the World Economic Forum and The Rockefeller Foundation, which during the
first week of July 2020 convened more than 350 leaders from the public and private
sectors in 52 countries to design a common framework “for safe border reopening”
around the world. The proposed framework involves the following:
Every nation must publish their health screening criteria for entry into the country using
a standard format on a common framework
Each country must register trusted facilities that conduct COVID-19 lab testing for
foreign travel and administer vaccines listed in the CommonPass registry
Each country will accept health screening status from foreign visitors through apps and
services built on the CommonPass framework
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Patient identification is to be collected at the time of sample collection and/or
vaccination using an international standard
The CommonPass framework will be integrated into flight and hotel reservation and
check-in processes at airports and hotels as well.
Eventually, the CommonPass framework will be integrated with already existing
personal health apps such as Apple Health and CommonHealth. If you want to travel,
your personal health record will be evaluated and compared to a country’s entry
requirements, and if you don’t meet them, you’ll be directed to an approved testing and
vaccination location. This is “Mark” of the Beast on steroids!
A screen grab from the videos on CommonPass illustrates the general idea of how this
will all work. When you get your test result or vaccine, that data is uploaded to an app
on your cellphone. The app generates a barcode (like that on a can of corn) that is then
scanned at the airport, at hotel check-in and wherever else vaccine status verification is
deemed necessary.
This is without question, “Mark” of the Beast technology. You have to be blind as a bat
to not see where this is headed. Absence of the “health passport” will virtually restrict
one’s freedom to do any of the things noted in Revelation 13:17-18. The barcode is but
one step removed from the physical implant of a microchip. I have written 14 chapters
on “666, 5G, and the UPC Code. The most recent segments were parts 12, 13, &14,
written on are also related to the “Microchip” is integrated into the World Economic
Forum agenda. I have done 5 parts to “The Global Economic Reset Marks the
Beginning of the Great Tribulation” which is to begin in 2021!
If the legal battles were not enough to keep you on the edge of your seat, then the
assassination of Iran’s nuclear program should get your attention. Iran’s supreme
leader on Saturday demanded the “definitive punishment” of those behind the killing of a
scientist who led Tehran’s nuclear weapons program, as the Islamic Republic blamed
Israel for a slaying that has raised fears of reignited tensions across the Middle East.
After years of being in the shadows, the image of Mohsen Fakhrizadeh suddenly was
seen everywhere in Iranian media, as his widow spoke on state television and officials
publicly demanded revenge on Israel for the scientist’s slaying.
Israel, long suspected of killing Iranian scientists a decade ago amid earlier tensions
over Tehran’s nuclear program, has yet to comment on Fakhrizadeh’s killing Friday.
However, the attack bore the hallmarks of a carefully planned, military-style ambush,
the likes of which Israel has been accused of conducting before.
The attack has renewed fears of Iran striking back against the U.S., Israel’s closest ally,
as it did earlier this year when a U.S. drone strike killed a top Iranian general. The U.S.
military acknowledged moving an aircraft carrier back into the region, while an Iranian
lawmaker suggested throwing out U.N. nuclear inspectors in response to the killing.
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Iran’s Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei called Fakhrizadeh “the country’s
prominent and distinguished nuclear and defensive scientist.” Khamenei, who has the
final say on all matters of state, said Iran’s first priority after the killing was the “definitive
punishment of the perpetrators and those who ordered it.”
He did not elaborate. Speaking earlier Saturday, President Hassan Rouhani blamed
Israel for the killing.
“We will respond to the assassination of martyr Fakhrizadeh in a proper time,” Rouhani
said. “The Iranian nation is smarter than falling into the trap of the Zionists. They are
thinking to create chaos.”
Both Rouhani and Khamenei said that Fakhrizadeh’s death would not stop the nuclear
program. Iran’s atomic ambitions have continued and it now enriches a growing uranium
stockpile up to 4.5% purity in violation of the nuclear deal after the U.S.’ 2018
withdrawal from the accord.
Experts warn Iran now has enough low-enriched uranium for at least two atomic bombs
if it chose to pursue them. I believe this is under-estimated. Going back at least fifteen
years, it was revealed that North Korea had sold nuclear weapons to Iran.
Analysts have compared Fakhrizadeh to being on par with Robert Oppenheimer, the
scientist who led America’s Manhattan Project in World War II that created the atom
bomb. Fakhrizadeh headed Iran’s AMAD program, a military operation designed to
build a nuclear weapon.
Fakhrizadeh’s widow appeared unnamed on state television in a black chador, saying
his death would spark a thousand others to take up his work. “He wanted to get
martyred and his wish came true,” she said.
Iranian media has begun circulating memorial images showing Fakhrizadeh standing
alongside a machine-gun-cradling likeness of Revolutionary Guard Gen. Qassem
Soleimani, whom the U.S. killed in the January drone strike. To be a nuclear scientist in
Iran is to be in danger. During the past decade, up to this week, at least four had been
killed in vehicle bombings and shootouts, and several others have been targeted but
survived.
Terrified that Donald Trump could launch a new Middle East war, Iran dispatched one of
its top generals to Baghdad last week to order allied Iraqi factions to cease all attacks
until Joe Biden is in the White House, paramilitary commanders told Middle East Eye.
Arriving 24 hours after a barrage of rockets targeted the US embassy in Baghdad’s
Green Zone, Brigadier General Esmail Qaani was explicit in his instructions to
paramilitary leaders on Wednesday.
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Qaani made it clear that “Trump wants to drag the region into an open war before
leaving, to take revenge on his opponents over losing the election, and it is not in our
interest to give him any justification to start such a war,” a senior commander of a Shia
armed faction, who was among those briefed about what was said at the meeting, told
MEE.
With the United States doubling its troop presence in the Gulf, and Israeli normalization
deals with the UAE and Bahrain bringing Iran’s archenemy to its doorstep, Tehran is
beginning to feel boxed in. Meanwhile, an always temperamental president has
become even more unpredictable, with Iranian leaders believing Trump, smarting from
this month’s election loss, could lash out at Iran before his term ends on 20 January.
Iran’s armed proxies in Iraq have for months rained rockets down on U..S. targets in the
country. Though not particularly deadly, they have been provocative and destabilizing.
Hours after the attack, the Pentagon announced it had brought the USS Nimitz aircraft
carrier back into the Middle East, an unusual move as the carrier already spent months
in the region. It cited the drawdown of U.S. forces in Afghanistan and Iraq as the reason
for the decision, saying “it was prudent to have additional defensive capabilities in the
region to meet any contingency.”
Iran has conducted attacks targeting Israeli interests abroad over the killing of its
scientists, like in the case of the three Iranians recently freed in Thailand in exchange
for a detained British-Australian academic.
The week before Thanksgiving the U.S. Air Force deployed a number of B-52H and B2
heavy bombers to bases in the Middle East and to Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean,
and rumors are circulating that the U.S. might be preparing to give Israel a Hanukkah
gift (December 10th to 18th) and nuke Tehran, as an outgoing President delivers on a
promise to the House of Rothschild that Iran’s national bank will become a Rothschild
central bank along with the 189 countries having a Rothschild central bank.
The Senate version of the Israeli defense bill contains the provisions of the United
States-Israel Security Assistance Authorization Act of 2020, originally a separate bill
which was tacked onto the NDAA in July. This bill would codify into law the Obama
administration’s pledge of $3.8 billion per year in weapons to Israel. Additionally, it
would set this level of assistance to Israel as a floor, not as a ceiling. The bill promises
Israel “not less than” $3.3 billion per year in weapons grants in addition to $500 million
in missile defense projects.
This bill would enable Congress to appropriate weapons to Israel at a level beyond that
envisioned by the Obama administration’s memorandum of understanding. The bill also
contains a long wish list of other provisions for Israel, including most crucially a five-year
extension of Pentagon authorization to stockpile weapons in the country. This stockpile
can be accessed by Israel in an emergency to quickly augment U.S. weapons already in
its arsenal.
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The Senate version also calls for the Pentagon to “expedite deliveries of precisionguided munitions to Israel.”
Although the House version of the bill does not contain these significant new provisions
for Israel, there is strong reason to believe that the final version of the NDAA that will be
sent to the president will look more like the bloated Senate version.
That is because the speaker of the house, Nancy Pelosi, appointed three conferees with
impeccable pro-Israel credentials to iron out the differences with the Senate on
provisions under the jurisdiction of the Foreign Affairs Committee.
U.S., Saudi Arabia and Israel are ready for war with Iran and “covert operations” against
Tehran have been going on all year but an attack may cause a larger conflict which
could usher in the Ezekiel 38 prophecy which bodes not well for the US, Israel, the
Saudi's and the UK.

Anti-aircraft guns guarding Natanz nuclear facility,
Israel and Saudi Arabia see the next two months as the last chance they will have to
knock out Iran's nuclear capability and its plans to be the dominant power in the Middle
East.
The United States earlier this week deployed several nuclear-capable heavy bombers to
the Middle East in an apparent threat to Iran, amid swirling speculation that U.S.
President Donald Trump plans to take military action against Tehran before leaving
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office in January 2021. The bombers were seen flying in Israeli airspace. Yesterday,
The ‘Times’ of Israel reported, Israel Defence Force, IDF was preparing in case Trump
launches parting strike on Iran Israeli officials believe the final weeks of the Trump
administration will be ‘very sensitive’ for the region, though there is no specific intel on
looming U.S. attack on nuclear facilities.
A report Wednesday claimed that the Israeli army has been preparing for the possibility
that U.S. President Donald Trump will order a strike on Iran before leaving office in
January. However, the Israelis are said to be worried the Israel Defence Forces would
not have enough time to prepare for possible retaliation targeting Israel, including Iran’s
proxies in Lebanon and Syria.
Israel will not allow Iran to have nuclear weapons. “Until now, Israel did not have to
lead the fight against Iran because the leader of the free world did that,” Likud minister
Tzachi Hanegbi said on Wednesday morning, in an interview with Army Radio. “If the
U.S. goes back to the nuclear deal, Israel will be left to make decisions alone. Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, in an apparent message to Biden and his team, warned
on Sunday against re-engaging with Iran on the 2015 nuclear deal. “We will not allow
Iran to get nuclear weapons,” Netanyahu said at an annual memorial event for Israel’s
first Prime Minister, David Ben-Gurion.
According to Axios News, Israeli minister of defence Benny Gantz spoke twice in the
last two weeks with Christopher Miller, Trump's acting defence secretary. They
discussed Iran as well as Syria and defence cooperation. Last Sunday, Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu met in Saudi Arabia with Crown Prince Mohammed Bin
Salman. One of the main issues discussed was Iran, Israeli officials say. Pompeo
visited Israel and several Gulf countries last week to discuss Iran. State Department
officials travelling with Pompeo told reporters “all options are on the table." While Mike
Pompeo was in the Gulf, U.S. Central Command announced that B-52 strategic
bombers conducted a “short-notice, long-range mission into the Middle East to deter
aggression and reassure U.S. partners and allies."
That was seen as another signal to Iran. Hossein Dehghan, an adviser to Iran’s leader
and a possible candidate in Iran's upcoming presidential elections, told AP last week
that a U.S. military strike against Iran could set off a “full-fledged war” in the Middle
East. Russia Today reported, just days after Israel’s Channel 13 similarly stated that
both Washington and Tel Aviv plan to step up “covert operations” against Tehran in the
final days of Trump’s term, though the broadcaster offered no details on what shape
that could take. The ‘New York Times’, meanwhile, reported earlier this month that
Trump had recently “sought options” for a strike on Iran’s nuclear capabilities – which it
said would “almost certainly be focused on Natanz,” the country’s primary uranium
enrichment site. But the president was reportedly “dissuaded” from an attack by
advisers, who warned it might kick off a bloody regional conflict. It is unclear if they have
returned to the idea since. Nonetheless, Iranian officials reacted to the Times report
vowing a “crushing response” to any US strike.
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Washington and Tel Aviv plan to step up “covert operations” against Tehran in the final
days of Trump’s term. Though Trump has so far managed to avoid an outright war with
Iran, open fighting may have only been narrowly averted after the January
assassination of Qassem Soleimani, a beloved Iranian general who led the country’s
elite Quds Force. Iran responded to the kill strike with a barrage of rockets on Iraqi
bases housing US troops – though besides humiliation no serious injuries were inflicted
in the reprisal since Tehran apparently passed an advance warning to Baghdad, giving
Americans enough time to seek shelter. Iran has been under attack all year long.
A chlorine gas leak at a petrochemical centre in southeast Iran sickened 70 workers,
state-run IRNA news agency reported in July. Most of the workers at the Karun
petrochemical centre in the city of Mahshahr in southeast Khuzestan province were
released after undergoing medical treatment. In the city of Ahvaz, also in Khuzestan, a
fire at the Zergan power plant was ignited when a transformer exploded. The blaze was
contained by firefighters after two hours of battling the blaze. Mohammad Hafezi, the
power plant's health and safety manager, told IRNA the cause of the fire was under
investigation.
The two incidents in Iran's oil-rich Khuzestan come after a fire and explosion at a
centrifuge production plant above Iran's underground Natanz nuclear enrichment facility
earlier in the year. Officials said the cause of that fire at Natanz was known to officials,
but the information wasn't released for "security reasons." An explosion from a gas leak
in a medical clinic in northern Tehran killed 19 people.
Was it sabotage or simply bad luck? Iran has suffered a chain of catastrophes all year
long. Earlier this year three mysterious explosions at the Iranian Natanz nuclear facility
in Iran led to many questions. A former official suggested the incident could have been
an attempt to sabotage work at the plant, which has been involved in activities that
breach an international nuclear deal. Israeli F-35 stealth fighter jets bombed a site
located in the area of Parchin, which is believed to house a missile production complex
— an area of particular concern for the Jewish state, in light of the large number and
increasing sophistication of missiles and rockets in the arsenals of Iranian proxies,
notably Lebanon’s Hezbollah. In June fighter jets from the IAF’s second F-35 squadron,
the ‘Lions of the South’ flew over southern Israel (IDF spokesperson). Neither of these
claims was confirmed by Israeli officials, who have been mum on the reports.
Nineteen people were killed by a gas leak. On June 26, an explosion occurred east of
Tehran near the Parchin military and weapons development base that the authorities
said was caused by a leak in a gas storage facility in an area outside the base. The
reported Israeli strikes followed an alleged Iranian attempt to hack into Israel’s water
infrastructure in April, an effort that was thwarted by Israeli cyber defences, but if
successful could have introduced dangerous levels of chlorine into the Israeli water
supply and otherwise seriously interrupted the flow of water throughout the country
according to the Times of Israel. Coincidences one might suggest but really you and I
know who carries out these attacks!
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Security sources have said that Iran would retaliate if it becomes clear that Israel, or the
United States, have been behind any attempt targeting Iran’s nuclear sites. An article by
‘Nour News’ said media reports crediting Israel for an alleged cyber-attack targeting
Iran’s Natanz nuclear facility mean that the regime itself would be posed to similar
threats. The article, which had no by-line, said the international community should be
more concerned about cyber sabotage attempts targeting Iran’s nuclear facilities as
they could lead to nuclear leaks with environmental ramifications of unknown
magnitude. It added, however, that despite Israel’s policy of keeping silent on sabotage
acts targeting Iran’s nuclear sites, such moves are ultimately attributed to the regime
given its long records of hostility towards Iran and its peaceful nuclear activities.
It has been a lousy year for the Iranian government. Just three days into 2020, Major
General Qassem Soleimani, the commander of the Quds Force of Iran’s Islamic
Revolution Guards Corps (IRGC), and Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis, the second-in-command
of Iraq's Popular Mobilization Units (PMU), were killed in US airstrikes in the Iraqi capital
Baghdad.
Iran's administration called the attack an act of international terrorism and vowed an act
of ‘vigorous revenge,’ however, the vigorous revenge went drastically wrong when a
Ukrainian 737 with 170 people on board was shot down by nervous Iranian defences in
the aftermath of the attacks.
The strikes were codenamed Operation Martyr Soleimani - in retaliation for the killing of
Iranian General Qasem Soleimani in a US air raid last week. The Iranian administration
then spread misinformation following the crash of a Ukrainian passenger plane near,
claiming the 737 had crashed due to engine failure which caused anti-government
protests which resulted in the deaths of many innocent Iranian people.

The events during the Thanksgiving week have added immensely to the unsettled
waters. If you thought it was quiet the past few weeks it’s like a former member of a
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church I pastored here in KY would say, “If you don’t like the weather, wait a few hours
as it will change!”
All of a sudden we are watching the prelude to the Ezekiel 38 scenario. Just image
what it will be like once we are gone. Here is my list of events during the next seven
years. I am not saying this is the precise order of fulfillment. I am not saying that it is
all-inclusive either. I have a list of Bible points that I can define on a time line. This list
has been in a file that I keep and maintain as a big picture overview of the 2,520 days
that defines the Seventy Weeks of Daniel! You might have a different perspective than
mine. My list is not set in stone, but for frequent review and reflection predicated upon
the global scene of Bible prophecy.
1. The Rapture of the Church -(1st Thessalonians 4:13-18; 1st Corinthians
15:51-58; 2nd Thessalonians 2:1-12; John 14:1-3).
2. The Judgment Seat of Christ in Heaven for all Church Age believers –(1st
Corinthians 3:10-15; Romans 14:10; 2nd Corinthians 5:10).
3. The Marriage of the Lamb –(Revelation 19:7).
4. The Formation of the Western Alliance, led by the Antichrist Prince
Charles of Wales.
5. The invasion of Egypt –(Daniel 11:40-43).
6. Battle of Gog & Magog –(Ezekiel 38-39).
7. Formation of a Northern Alliance against Israel –(Ezekiel 38)
8. Invasion of Israel by the Northern Alliance –(Ezekiel 38:16)
9. The Western Alliance Protests –(Daniel 11:44)
10. God supernaturally intervenes allowing the Western Alliance to defeat the
Northern Alliance –(Ezekiel 38:21-39:7)
11. This gives the Antichrist world recognition and exaltation paving the way
for reign of aggression –(Daniel 9:27)
12. The unveiling of the Antichrist –(2nd Thessalonians 2:3)
13. The Antichrist signs a peace treaty with the many of Israel –(Daniel 9:27,
1st Thessalonians 5:3, This is the formal commencement of Daniel’s 70 th
Week –(Matthew 24-25; Revelation 6-18)
14. The seal judgments begin –(Revelation 6)
15. The ministry of the 144,000 world-wide witnesses begins –(Revelation
7:14; Matthew 24:14)
16. The ministry of the two special witnesses –(Revelation 11)
17. The Antichrist kills the two witnesses –(Revelation 11)
18. The two witnesses are resurrected –(Revelation 11)
19. The reign of power accelerates –(He sets himself up as God and demands
worship –(Daniel 9:27; Revelation 13; Matthew 24:15). This is the
Abomination of Desolation.
20. The trumpet judgments begin –(Revelation 8-9)
21. The False Prophet sidekick of the Antichrist takes on greater responsibility
–(Revelation 13)
22. The False Prophet takes control of commerce through the U.N. –
(Revelation 13)
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23. Severe persecution of all Jews and converts to Christianity –(Revelation
15-16)
24. The fall of geographic, political, and ecclesiastical Babylon –(Revelation
18)
25. The bowl judgments begin –(Revelation 15-16)
26. The Antichrist continues with his program, nations from the Far East will
unite and try to stop him –(Revelation 16:14; 19:17)
27. The armies of the East and West will face off in a series of battles in
around Megiddo north of Jerusalem in the battle of Armageddon –
(Revelation 16:14; 19:17)
28. Jesus Christ will return to judge the nations and establish His Kingdom –
(Zechariah 14:4; Matthew 25; Revelation 19:11-21)
29. The Antichrist and False Prophet are cast into the Lake of Fire –
(Revelation 19:17-21)
30. Jesus Christ will judge the world to see who may enter the Messianic
Kingdom –(Matthew 25:31-46)
31. The Marriage Supper of the Lamb taken place at the inauguration of the
Messianic Kingdom –(Revelation 19:9; Matthew 8:11)
32. The Millennial Reign of Jesus Christ over an Earthly Kingdom –
(Revelation 20:1-6)
33. The binding of Satan during the Millennial reign –(Revelation 20:1-6)
34. The loosing of Satan at the end of the Millennium –(Revelation 20:7-10)
35. A final battle between Satan and God –(Revelation 20)
36. The Great White Throne judgment of all unbelievers –(Revelation 20:1113)
37. The final destruction of Satan, the Antichrist, the False Prophet and all
unbelievers –(Revelation 20:15)
38. The destruction of the old heaven and old earth and the recreation of
heaven and earth in sinless perfection –(Revelation 21)
39. His everlasting reign of Jesus Christ over the New Heaven and New Earth
–(Revelation 21).
But most definitively, the scamdemic of Covid-19 launched a year ago, simultaneously
with the roll out of 5G globally are interconnected. The scamdemic is a cover story to
hide the full implementing of global 5G as a weapons system for the Antichrist system.
The virus has kept the world distracted and off-balance in understanding the elite plan.
Money, currency, paper or coin is on the way out as we transition to the “Cashless”
society and the introduction of the “Mark” of the Beast.
There is no question that the clock is winding down to the climax of human reign and
rule over the earth. This has been a spiritual war since Satan deceived Eve and Adam
basically said, I am with you honey, and participated in the only thing that God had told
them not to do. It is very important that you do not fall into the trap of the satanic
minions carrying out the agenda to claim your DNA for his purpose. What greater
achievement could Satan have than to steal your God-given DNA. That hard reality hit
me several years ago when I learned that our DNA could be change or modified.
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Since the summer of 1996, I have watched the skies being sprayed with those
Chemtrails and wondering who and why they were doing it. We have been breathing in
an invisible mix that has made us all into an antenna receiver. The government had
many answers, called it “Project Cloverleaf”, etc. Never in my wildest imagination did I
think for once that we were being poisoned with a bioweapon. That bioweapon was
engineered seventy-five years ago to “Depopulate” an adversary, which in this case are
you and I.
This weapon “Silent Weapon for Quiet Wars” is the smallest living organism, a bacteria
invisible to the human eye, only visible in an Electron Microscope at a magnification of
80,000 times. But what is even more profound is that this bacteria was weaponized by
our U.S. government in the 1940’s. It is the key element in decades of spraying and we
all have it in our body. It is just awaiting its activation!

Klaus Schwab said in his newly released book on ‘The Aftermath of the COVID-19
Pandemic’ “caused havoc in the health and economic welfare of consumers as markets
were disrupted. Consumers did not always have access to essential goods and services
and the vulnerable and disadvantaged consumers were affected even harder. Several
consumers have been the prey of unfair business practices. At the same time, the
pandemic has fueled a digital surge. The digital economy has brought the largest
opportunities to consumers amid the COVID-19 crisis. Electronic commerce of goods
and services is booming as consumers increasingly rely on digital platforms for online
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shopping, virtual meetings, and educational purposes. Online information campaigns
are the fastest and most efficient means of reaching out to millions of consumers.
Dispute resolution for consumers is swiftly transiting towards digital means.However,
the digital economy is also a source of some of the greatest challenges to consumers in
the wake of the COVID-19 crisis. Challenges include the proliferation of price gouging
for medical equipment, such as masks and hand sanitizers, but also basic consumer
goods; the rise of misleading and deceptive online marketing techniques exploiting
consumers by falsely claiming that a product can prevent or cure an infection of the
virus; and other scams such as financial fraud and fishing schemes. Moreover, the
digital divide increased the gap between vulnerable and disadvantaged consumers.
Individuals, families and businesses suffered the menace of covid threat. Didn't you?. If
you did then follow me lets take a journey to all the happenings.” Klaus Schwab is
sounding more like Nazi Adolph Hitler with each passing day.

There never was a pandemic, in the traditional sense of the word. The WHO changed
its reporting requirements years ago. To be called a pandemic, all one has to have is
three countries with at least one person each to have the same symptoms. Klaus
Schwab believes the common man on the street is stupid. He has been a proliferate
writer and published his book, ‘Covid-19: The Great Reset’ in July, 2020. Covid-19 has
been the single magic bullet to bring down the global economy. Through fear,
propaganda, and politics, humanity is being deceived into surrendering their human
rights in the name of public health.
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Viruses do NOT exist. This fact has been known by many qualified scientists, biologists
and MDs for many years. Owing to peer pressure, this very important fact of how
diseases are caused, laid hidden under wraps for many decades. Until recently, the
public has been misled to this point in order to promote the business of selling vaccines.
The CDC is a “for profit” company, and hold patents on 27 different vaccines that earns
them $6-billion in profits every year. The word 'VIRUS' originates from Latin. It means
"POISON". Diseases are caused by POISONS. These poisons are bacteria, fungus,
mold, and are also found in unclean water, food, air, environmental pollution, chemicals,
toxic heavy metals, wireless energy, and other pathogens found in Chemtrail spraying.
Drs. Fauci, Redfield, Birx, and Bill Gates are guilty of Voodoo science. SHOW ME THE
PROOF BASED UPON THE “GOLD” STANDARD OF THE KOCH POSTULATES!
THESE FRAUDS ARE CONVICTED BY THE STANDARDS ESTABLISHED OVER A
CENTURY AGO!

The globalists want to cause as much chaos and create a dystopic psychological
mindset in which everything is unpleasant or bad, Even Rockefeller Plaza has a crappy
looking Christmas tree, sort of resembling something you would find on Charlie Brown.
300,000 people have moved out of New York City since the governor and mayor of New
York went crazy over their lock down of the citizens of New York. They are in on the
elite scam, which will ultimately track back to Pope Francis.
What’s my point? You are seeing the onslaught of what the Bible alludes to in the
Daniel 9:27 passage of the Bible. “And he shall confirm the covenant with many for
one week: and in the midst of the week he shall cause the sacrifice and the
oblation to cease, and for the overspreading of abominations he shall make it
desolate, even until the consummation, and that determined shall be poured upon
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the desolate.” Behind all the captains of industry, politics, academia, many in the
military, and the elite of the world lays the man who is known for his “Sustainable
Development scheme, Prince Charles of Wales. This is what I call a virus:
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Spiked “votes” for Biden in the ratio of ~200 to 1 are mathematically impossible. That
such a spike would occur randomly in a condition of ~50% votes going to Biden and
~50% to Trump is similar to a coin-flip: one flip is calculated by 2 options to the first
power. Those two votes would both be for Biden produce odds of 2 to the 2nd power:
one in four or 25%. Three consecutive votes to Biden is 2 to the 3rd power or one in
eight (12.5%). But a ratio of alleged “random” ballots in a ratio of ~200 to 1 for Biden is
similar to 200 coin tosses going all to one side before the other occurs.
This produces odds of a number with 50 to 60 zeroes behind it (x/base = 2,
n/exponent = 200):
1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,00
0 to 1.
Because we never work with such numbers, here are some comparisons:
•The odds of a person being left-handed is 15% (~1/6 to 1/7). It’s more probable for a
random group of 78 people to all be left-handed than that vote ratio for Biden was not
spiked by fraud rather than actually happened. Verify yourself by placing 6 in a “power
number calculator.”
•The odds of a person having green eyes is 12% (~1/8, so place 8 in the calculator).
That the next 67 people you see at a store all having green eyes is more probable than
Biden’s “vote spike” not being treasonous election fraud.
•The odds of winning the Powerball jackpot is ~175,000,000 to 1. The odds of winning
two consecutive Powerball jackpots is 30,625,000,000,000,000 to 1 (175 million times
itself). It’s almost more likely that you would win four straight Powerball jackpots than
the Biden vote spike being true.
•The number of days since the claimed life of Jesus is ~730,000 (2,000 times 365). If
Jesus were alive for 33 years, that’s 12,045 days. This means Jesus was alive 1.6% of
the days passed since his birth (about 1/60). If you had a time machine to pick a
random day to visit in those 730,000 days, it’s as likely you’d have 34 consecutive days
in Jesus’ lifetime than it’s likely the 2020 election was honest.
•The Earth is about 4.5 billion years old, which is 1.64 trillion days. If we had a computer
randomly select one of those days, the odds of you picking that same day is 1.64 trillion
to 1. You are more likely to accomplish this miracle than it’s probable Biden’s spike is
accurate.
•In fact, the number of seconds the Earth has existed is 141.7 quadrillion. You’re more
likely to correctly predict which random second of Earth’s existence a computer selects
than the “official” election count not being a lie.
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•Of course, we can also say you’re personally more likely to select a random 1/2,000 th
of a second from all Earth’s existence over 4.5 billion years than Biden’s spike not being
a hoax.

Many blessings are yours in His Name, In all of this confusion the world is being
subjected through psyops and lies, we are definitely on the cusp of what I know will be
our deliverance from the Judgment of God, to begin as we are Taken by Force from this
evil world!
Keep the faith and be empowered in His Name,
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com
www.pastorbobreid.com
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22
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